
Going To University With An

Eating Disorder
Information For parents

What is it like when your child leaves home to go to University?

This can be a really difficult time, particularly if your child is suffering/has suffered from an eating disorder. It maybe 
that your child has never been away from home, maybe they have not slept over at friends and had sleepovers for many 
years or at all, or that they have only been away under the professional care system and now they are proposing to go to 
University.

It is very natural that you will feel concerned about this and worry about how they will cope; how they will manage to eat, 
cook, keep up their weight, make friends, socialise and stay safe and you may find that when they go you will have a gap at 
home with all the things you used to do to support them.

You may celebrate that your child has reached a stage to leave home and try independence, you may hope that this will 
be their turning point, that their pride of being a student, of belonging and making a place for themselves in the world will 
help them recover and for some people it does. For other people leaving home leaves the students vulnerable.

What can you do to help your child before they leave for University?

 W Suggest to your child they get in touch with the university and find out what student support services are available.   
  Universities have counselling services as well as student welfare/support organisations. Most universities’ websites   
  will list all about their student support, often the Students’ Union pages are a good place to start. Some universities   
  pages actually talk about their eating disorders provision. 

	 W Though your child may not view their eating disorder as a disability, they could email or arrange a meeting with the   
  university’s Disability Advisor to discuss what help and support is available. All correspondence with a Disability   
  Advisor will be treated confidentially and university offers cannot be rescinded.

	 W Encourage your child to register with a GP or the University’s medical centre.

	 W If they have been having counselling whilst at home,  encourage them to go to the University Counsellor.

	 W Consider any support that they can take with them, telephone helplines, online support and pen-pal schemes for   
  example will probably remain available and of course there is SWEDA which is specifically aimed at supporting   
  young people in these and similar training based situations for people living in the Somerset area. 

Once away from home your child may settle well into University life with or without support from other agencies. 

What happens if things do not go so well at University.

Some students find it very difficult to settle into University life.  You may get lots of phone calls and want to drop 
everything and get to your child, then debate if this is the right thing to do or whether it is better to listen and 
support from a distance.  It is important that if you are going to help your child during this time you are fit and 
well yourself and able to give non judgemental support.
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It may be that 
	 W They decide to defer for a year and come home and work on their eating disorder. This may feel to them   
  like a huge failure, but if they can see that by deferring they will be able to go back to university later and   
  find University to be “the best time in their life” rather than hold painful memories it may be helpful. 

	 W They may decide they leave university and do something completely different and maybe at a later   
  time go back as a mature student. This may feel disappointing for you as the parent, but their inner drive   
  for perfection, achievement and inner pressure to do and get a good degree at this time in their life may   
  not be assisting wellness and a path to recovery.  It is not the end of the world.   

What about you. 
Everyone who recovers from an eating disorder says how important it was to have unconditional love and 
support from those who care about them, even when, looking back, they knew their behaviour was quite 
difficult to understand. Let them know that you are there for them. Trying to help someone can be frustrating 
and hard work. Recovery can be a long process, you need to look after your own needs during this time. It is 
important that you are able to talk to someone about your feelings. 
Remember there is help out there for you and SWEDA can help to support you and your child with this transition.

Somerset & Wessex Eating Disorders Association (SWEDA)

At SWEDA we recognise how difficult it is to be a parent of someone with an eating disorder. We can offer 
Carers non-judgmental support from trained listeners who know and understand what you are going through.  
This can include:

	 W Joining our self-help support group.

	 W 1 to 1 counselling service.

	 W Training and presentations to help understand the illness better. 

	 W Access to information on our website: swedauk.org.

	 W  A range of leaflets about eating disorders. 

Other sources of help

	 W Visit websites which offer help www.b-eat.co.uk, www.swedauk.org.

	 W Join a local Support group.

	 W Read up on leaflets / internet about information on how to help someone with an eating disorder.   
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